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ABSTRACT: The finite-volume Eulerian-Lagrangian localized adjoint m ethod (FVELLAM) is a massconservative approach for solving the advection-dispersion equation. The method has been shown to be accurate and efficient for solving advection-dominated problems of solute transport in ground water in 1, 2, and 3
dimensions. Previous implementations of FVELLAM have had difficulty in representing internal sources because the standard assumption of lowest order Raviart-Thomas velocity field does not hold for source cells.
Therefore, tracking of particles within source cells is problematic. A new approach has been developed to account for internal sources in FVELLAM. It is assumed that the source is uniformly distributed across a grid
cell and that instantaneous mixing takes place within the cell, such that concentration is uniform across the
cell at any time. Sub-time steps are used in the time-integration scheme to track mass outflow from the edges
of the source cell. This avoids the need for tracking within the source cell. We describe the new method and
compare results for a test problem with a wide range of cell Peclet numbers.
1 INTRODUCTION
The Eulerian-Lagrangian localized adjoint method
(ELLAM) f or solution o f the advection-dispersion
equation for problems of solute transport in ground
water was first introduced by Celia et al. (1990) and
Russell (1990). The method u ses s pace-time test
functions that are carried through space and time by
the characteristics of the velocity field. Its advantage
over other characteristic methods lies in the fact that
it conserves mass globally and allows for systematic
treatment of inflow and ou tflow boundaries. The
method has been shown to be accurate and efficient
for advection-dominated solute-transport problems –
the types of problems for which standard finitedifference a nd finite-element m ethods s uffer fr om
numerical dispersion and oscillation.
Healy and Russell (1993) extended ELLAM to a
finite-volume setting (FVELLAM) in one dimension
and introduced a forward tracking approach in conjunction with unconventional test functions to evaluate the mass storage integral from the preceding time
level. FVELLAM was able to achieve local as well
as global m ass balance. Healy and Russell (1998)
extended FVELLAM to two dimensions and demonstrated the method’s insensitivity to cell Peclet and
Courant numbers as well as the orientation o f the
grid. Recently, Heberton et al. (2000) extended
FVELLAM to three dimensions.

An important assumption inherent in FVELLAM
is that of a lowest order Raviart-Thomas velocity
field: within each finite volume, velocity in the x direction is continuous piecewise-linear in the x direction and p iecewise-constant i n the y d irection; velocity in the y d irection is the reverse. This
assumption greatly facilitates the forward-tracking
algorithm, helps to insure mass balance, and simplifies treatment of boundary fluxes. The a ssumption,
however, does complicate treatment of internal point
sources and sinks. Actual velocities near point
sources and sinks are not consistent with this assumption. Hence there was no way to accurately
track p articles within cells that contained po int
sources or sinks. Previous versions of FVELLAM
have not addressed the issue of internal point
sources and sinks.
The purpose of this report is to present a new approach for incorporating internal sources into
FVELLAM. The a pproach avoids the need for
tracking within the source ce ll. A test problem i s
used to d emonstrate the method for a range of cell
Peclet numbers.

2 METHODS

The advection-dispersion equation can be written in
two dimensions as:
Lc = c/ t + vc – D c = f ; (x,y)
[0,T];

and t
(1)

where c is concentration, t is time, v is velocity, D is
the dispersion tensor, and f is the source or sink
term. Development of the FVELLAM equation
from equation (1) is explained in detail in Healy and
Russell (1998) and is briefly reviewed here. The
time domain is divided into intervals [tn,tn+1] and a
time-marching procedure is used to obtain the solution on [tn,tn+1] from earlier information. The spatial
domain is then d ivided into finite volume ce lls of
dimension xi by yj that are centered on the node
(xi, yj). The boundary coordinates of cell i,j are denoted as xi 1/2 = xi
xi /2 and yj 1/2 = yj
yj /2. We
consider the weak form of equation (1) obtained by
integration against a space-time test function
w(x,y,t). In the discretized form of the FVELLAM
equation, the source/sink term for cell i,j takes the
form:
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where W is now an approximate test function which
has a relaxed shape relative to w.
For simplicity, we c onsider strong and weak
sources separately. A strong source is one where the
strength of the source flow is great enough to dominate the local flow field and flow is out from t he
source cell i n all directions (Figure 1A). A w eak
source is a source cell where flow in from the source
is not great enough to ov ercome the a mbient flow
field, so there is still flow into the source cell from at
least one direction (Figure 1B).

and uses sub-time steps, in a manner similar to that
used for inflow boundaries (Healy and Russell,
1998).
By assuming instantaneous mixing within the
source cell, the concentration in that cell at any time
(including tn+1) is defined by the following solution
to the ordinary differential equation that describes
the mixing problem:
c(t) = c0 + (cinj –c0)(1 – e-qt/V)

where c(t) is the concentration of the source cell at
time, t; c0 is the initial concentration in the cell; cinj
is the c oncentration o f the injected water; q is the
source flow rate; and V is the volume of the grid
cell.
Integration over space and time of the mass flux
from t he cell boundaries is accomplished by application o f the trapezoid rule. The number of evenly
spaced spatial integration points on the cell boundaries is user-determined. Additional variably spaced
“strategic” spatial integration points (SSIP’s) may be
included to b etter define the distribution o f the inflowing mass. Details on the use of SSIP’s are contained in Healy and Russell (1993). Mass associated
with the integration po ints is tracked forward
through time from tn to tn+1 in sub-time steps, tk,
where 0< k <K, tn = t0, tn+1 = tK, and tk < tk+1. (See
Healy and Russell (1998) for details of the tracking
algorithm.) The a ssociated mass is calculated from
the average concentration of the source cell, c’, over
any sub-time interval (tk , tk+1). Substitution of equation (3) yields the following equation (a slight modification is required for the cases of k =0 and k = K1):

c' (t k , t k +1 ) = 1 /(t k +1

To calculate the integrals in (2) we assume that the
source is uniformly distributed over a grid cell. Instantaneous mixing between the source mass and the
resident m ass is assumed to take place within the
cell. Mass from the source is either accumulated in
the source cell or is forward tracked through time in
order to determine the value of the approximate test
function, W, in equation (2). This forward tracking
takes place from t he boundaries of the source ce ll
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2.2 Weak sources
Tracking is possible within cells that are weak
sources because the a ssumption o f velocity being
linear in space is not violated. Mass is distributed
across the source ce ll at t he spatial i ntegration
points. The mass associated with each integration

point i s tracked through time to calculate the mass
storage integral from t he previous time level i n the
same manner as other internal grid cells that do not
contain sources.
3 RESULTS
The example problem is for a strong source. To test
the new approach, we use the two-dimensional radial dispersion problem for injection through a fully
penetrating well into a c onfined aquifer of uniform
thickness and infinite areal extent. The a nalytical
solution to this problem i s presented by Hsieh
(1986). The problem is well suited for use of radial
coordinates, but here we use cartesian coordinates in
order to test our new method. The simulated domain
is 1129 meters s quare, has a thickness of 1 m, and
has an initial concentration o f 0. Fluid with a c oncentration of 1 is injected into the center of the domain at t he rate of 25 cubic meters per minute.
Simulations were run for 20 minutes using 64 time
steps on a 67 x 67 grid with spacing ranging from 1
to 100 m. FVELLAM results and those obtained
from using standard centered finite-differences are
shown in Table 1 in terms of mean square e rror
(MSE) r elative to the a nalytical solution. Figure 2
shows analytical results and those of FVELLAM
and finite differences for one simulation.
Table 1. – Results of example problem shown in terms of
mean-square e rror ( MSE) r elative to analytical solution of
Hsieh (1986) for FVELLAM (FV) and finite differences (FD)
for dispersivities ( ) of 0.1, 1.0, and 10. m at times T = 1,5,10
and 20 minutes.
T=1

5

10

20

= 0.1
FV
FD

0.111e-2
0.330e-3

0.489e-3
0.158e-2

0.255e-3
0.146e-2

0.230e-3
0.402e-2

0.567e-4
0.656e-4

0.230e-4
0.889e-4

0.361e-1
0.351e-1

0.309e-1
0.296e-1

= 1.0
FV
FD

0.735e-3
0.685e-3

0.116e-3
0.135e-3
= 10

FV
FD

0.412e-1
0.389e-1

0.603e-1
0.593e-1

Results in Table 1 and Figure 2 indicate that for
the cases with = 0.1 and 1 the proposed approach
for treatment of strong sources within the FVELLAM produces accurate results. Results from both
FVELLAM and finite differences matched the analytical results well for these cases, with FVELLAM
demonstrating improved accuracy for the same
space and time grids. The greatest im provement i n
simulation results for FVELLAM over finite differences was for the case of = 0.1. This was the most

advection-dominated case; t he ce ll Peclet number
ranged from 10 to 1000. The finite-difference solution suffered from severe numerical oscillation,
while there was only a slight amount of numerical
oscillation in the FVELLAM results. These results
are in agreement with previous work that has shown
that t he major advantage of FVELLAM over standard methods occurs for problems which are advection do minated. Standard methods require refined
space a nd time grids to match the a ccuracy of
FVELLAM for these problems.
For the dispersion dominated case of = 10, results from FVELLAM were e ssentially identical t o
the finite difference results. The match of both sets
of results to the analytical solution was not as good
as that demonstrated for the other problems. This is
attributed to the coarse nature of the space and time
grids that were used. Finer grids are required to accurately simulate the dispersive process. With refined g rids, bo th FVELLAM and finite differences
are able to obtain accurate results for this case.

4 SUMMARY
Since ELLAM was first proposed, incorporation of
internal sources in ELLAM codes has always been
problematic. We have developed an approach for
treating these sources in the finite-volume ELLAM.
The a pproach assumes uniform concentration and
instantaneous mixing of source mass with the mass
resident in the finite-volume cell that represents the
source. With these a ssumptions, concentration
within the source cell can be determined as a solution to an ordinary differential equation. The spatial
and temporal i ntegral t hat represents the mass flow
from t he source is evaluated at t he e dges of the
source cell by applying the trapezoid rule in space
and time in conjunction with a forward tracking procedure for determining the approximate test function, W. FVELLAM results for an example problem show good agreement with the a nalytical
solution and the finite difference solution. FVELLAM proved to be more accurate than finite differences for problems that were advection dominated.
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Figure 1. – A) Strong source, top; B) Weak source, bottom.
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Figure 2. – Results of example problem at T=20 for = 0.1 for
analytical solution (solid line), FVELLAM (squares), and finite
differences (triangles).

